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16.0 TERRAIN RTJLES

tl 6. l0l Terrain features
|6.201 Terrain and facing/formation effects
[16.30] Terrain and Movement

[16.31] Cavalry movement over terrain/no charge movement ..what types of terrain also check terrain chart
when rules written.
116.32l FORTRESS GATE has same capacity as a bridge: 18 infantry/9 cavalryl3 batteries or train per turn
can enter or exit.
U6.331 FORTRESS GATE opening and closing rules:
During the command phase the fortress player declares if the fortress gate is opening or closing the gate. On

' 
the next command phase, the gate is open for unit movement or locked and barred. If enemy unit is in the
gateway passage (within 1" of gate) then a die roll off is required to determine the control of the gate. Use
frontmost unit CMR, roll morale checks. First unit to fail it's morale lost the gate struggle and is placed into
morale disorder or rout status. Shock combat is performed normally on the next Shock Combat Phase if
required. 
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tl6.40l How Terrain effects Fire Combat *'*'4tQr;;';;*F*;9"*;

Note: Redoubt firepower is allround like a building but use normal firing charts or mil( range depending
upon range
Buildings and anti-movement terrain cause the firing unit, if in that terrain , to fire on "disordered Firing
table line".

[16.50] How Terrain effects Shock Combat
SQUARE formation cannot shock combat into or over terrain disorder terrain.

[16.60] Terrain and visibility
[16.70] Terrain and Morale

U6.701 Terrain and Morale
$6.711 Unit positioned in or behind a terrain feature receive a morale benefit depending upon what fype of terrain
feature. To be considered as behind a position, a majority of the unit must have the terrain feature between them
and the enemy unit which is forcing the morale check. The morale benefits are:

+1 All natural. not man-made terrain
+\, Class I buildings and all man-made constructed positions .l-t aG,
+\a Clase.II or III buildings !

[L6.721 Terrain on fire causes a morale check, in the Command Phase, if the unit elects to remain, after a
Movement Phase (ie..chance to move the unit) within the burning terrain area.
I16J3l Routing morale units may attempt to rally while within a terrain feature and receive that feature's morale
benefit. Units placed behind a terrain feature cannot use that feature's morale benefit as a player cannot "rout a unit
to or behind terrain, only into a terrain feature..ie woods etc f16.74f" .

U5.73al Optional rule. Units attempting to rally in (not behind) a restricted visibility (2" or less") terrain
feature may rally morale disordered to good order but cannot rally from routed morale status till they exit
from the terrain feature. Units behind a terrain feature rally normally.

116.74l During rout movement, a player cannot rout move a broken unit into a building, redoubt, behind a linear
terrain feature. A player may rout move his units into woods art$. other large areas of terrain if the routing unit
follows the guidelines of rout movement [xx.xx].
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